
 

 
 

[ Replacement Chinrest paper ] 

  

Please use the chinrest paper that provided by Huvitz Co.,Ltd. 

9.4.3 Replacing Fuse 

 Turn off and raise the Non-Contact Tonometer HNT-1/1P with two arm carefully. 

 Remove the Power cord 

 Pick the fuse holder out from the Power inlet 

 Exchange the fuses 

 Insert the fuse folder 

9.5. Cleaning 

To protect infection and contamination, equipment must be kept clean at all times. 

  
 

Do not use the solvents such as strongly volatile substance, thinner, benzene, etc 

Do not use a sponge or cloth soaked in water because the water might leak into the 

equipment. 

 ! NOTE 

 ! CAUTION 



HNT-1/1P 

Clean headrest rubber and chinrest with an alcohol before sending device to authorized 

agent or Huvitz for maintenance. 

 

1. Pachy window and glass part of air nozzle 

 Check the pachy window and glass part of air nozzle from an oblique direction for any 

contamination such as dust or soil. 

 Remove dust on the surface of pachy window or glass part of air nozzle with wind-

blower and a dry and soft cloth. 

 For sever stains, Wipe with a clean cloth such a gauze dampened with an alcohol 

 

2. Operator contact parts(Power switch, LCD, Covers, Joystick, Print cover, Chin rest, Safety 

button) 

 Power switch 

A. Wipe with a dry and soft cloth.  

 LCD, Covers, Joystick, Print cover, Chin rest, and Safety button 

A. When dirty or stained things on surface, wipe with a dry and soft cloth 

B. For sever stains, Wipe with a clean cloth such a gauze dampened with neutral 

detergent or alcohol. 

 

3. Patient contact parts (Chinrest paper and headrest rubber) 

 Always clean the patient contact parts (such as chin rest paper and headrest rubber) 

before measuring each patient. 

 Remove a single sheet of chinrest paper if the chinrest paper is used. 

 Before or after the measurement, wipe the headrest rubber with a soft cloth or gauze 

with an alcohol. 

 

 

  


